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Presentation Notes
HelloCathy ParmerCommunication & Community EngagementTransportation Service departmentYork RegionTalk about how to engage the silent majority
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a lot of competition for our residents attention, how does a branch of municipal government attract the attention of the silent majority to pay attention to Environmental Assessement Study of a regional road?First who makes up the silent majority? They are York Region residentsIt’s the commuter that uses our regional roads to get to work, it’s the student that takes the bus to school everyday, it’s the single parent that picks her kids up from daycarBefore discussing that first let me create a picture of York Region and the resident that make York Region their home



Population and Employment Growth 
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York Region is growing rapidly 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
York Region is growing and our communities are growing rapidly, between 2006 to 2011, York Region was the fastest growing area in Ontarioit is anticipated by 2041 we will grow to a population of 1.8 M and 900,000 K jobs.
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Population by Local Municipality 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to growing, York Region is diverse global community And to give you a picture of that diverse community I have broken it down to a Village of 100 people CLICKOf that 100 people, 75 of them would live in the southern municipalities of Markham, Richmond Hill and Vaughan CLICK40 of our villagers  commute to work, 33 of drive to work in car4 take public transit CLICKon average our commuting villager  travel for more than 30 min one way to their place of work,



With continued growth comes increasing congestion 

Traffic Congestion is Top of Mind for York 
Region Residents 
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Yonge Street, Town of Newmarket 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the outcomes of significant growth is traffic Traffic congestion is the #1 issue for York Region residents Enveronic study has shown that congestion is the #1 issue for the past 6 yearsCongestion will continue to increase as the region grows,  we need to take steps to manage congestion by improving our roads, and strengthening the Regional road networkCongestion is not all bad news, it is the sign of a strong and growing economy
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Funds Growth Program and the State of Good Repair Program 
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$1.5 Billion 10-Year Roads Capital 
Investment 

Bathurst Street, Town of East Gwillimbury and  
Township of King 

Mount Albert Road, Town of East Gwillimbury 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To help offset some of these pain points our resident are feelingYork Region Council has approved a $1.5 billion investment in YR Roads that will add capacity and strengthen our transportation network. To accommodate the big growth the region is experience, big projects must be undertakeing that need a long time to plan and prepare for and To do this we need a Big Communication plan.Before we can start digging up our roads we need to engage and consult with our residents and that is done through the Environmental Assessment Study process.



Growth projects take 8 to 10 years from start to finish 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you are aware the process to improve our road network is extensive and it takes a significate amount of time. That is why the consultation done during the Environmental assessment  part of the project key CLICKit lays the framework for the whole project, this is were we can test the water – what do our residents think and what do they want to see happen, we can then manage their expectations and we can test drive the possible solutions.By that I mean – what we would like to do and what we can do may be at different ends of the spectrumThe EA study process also give us a change to see into future and see what political issues may become a hot topic and we can start planning for that during the EA processThe feedback we receive from our residents and road users is critical and we need more than the same ten people Click that always show up at a public consultation centre to give us their feedback
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which leads us to the question,  How do we effectively engage with the silent majority during an EA Study?During our previous EA public consultation it has been the same ten people who have and typically they are reluctant to support any road improvements .  This group of the same ten people are usally  are retired, who have the time to go to their local community centre at 7pm at night. But, what about the residents that we haven’t heard from, the silent majorytthe single parent  who is putting her kids to bed at that time, how can we get her involved. What about the 20 year old who would to take a bus what is the incentive for him to get on the bus and come?How do we get the commuter road user to talk to us about road improvements?How do we make sure it not the same 10 peopleSo we posed the questions – how can we change the make up of our public consultations and engage that silent majority?



Previous Notices 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me give you a little backgound Previous communication  and engagement was done by the Project Manager for the EA and the Consultant and it consisted of a black and white notice in the local paperAnd not surprising our engagement was not what we hoped.Keeping in mind we have $1.5 billion dollars investment in our road planned for the next 10 years, we need more than just the same ten people giving us their thoughts on our projects
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Initial Steps 

Communication and  
Community Engagement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what did we do, Our initial steps wereLook and FeelYork Region created the  Great Streets icon, an image  that is used on all our Roads communication material The Great Streets icon is simple, our residents know we are talking about roads, they don’t confusue us with our Community Health section for exampleSecond, we invested in peopleThe reasoning behind this is, let  the Project Manager do what they do best, plan, design and build roads. Let Communication and Engagement person (point) do what they are passionate about …communication and engagement
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What happened next 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What happened next?Keeping in mind our goal was to not just engage the Same Ten Peoplewe wanted to hear from the silent majority and based on our diverse make up of our village, we developed a number of communication tools  and here is a summary of tools we used.1 Community Events – going out to where our residents are, rathern then them coming to us– we  attended Festivals and Fairs, and we talked to communters at GO Station2 Surveys – Made it easier for road users to give us their thoughts by using online surveys3 Great Streets branding – as mentioned, we created a brand that identifies us 4 we not only wanted to hear from the residents close to the study area, but we wanted to hear from the users  of the road, so we put up road signs5 We kept our traditional print advertising but changed we put the Great Street brand on the ad, we made in colour plain language. Our ads now look and feel like the great street brand which creates a recall with our residents5 Social Media – We used Facebook and Twitter – we partnered with our transit group YRT and they posted our open house notices on their website. Social media it’s a great way to start a conversation and it crosses all age groups and backgrounds6 Newsletter  - this is a new communication tool we are tryingFrom here I will drill down into some of the tactics we used.



Survey 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the big challenges is how can we make it easy for residents to give us their feedback on a project?Survey is a simple and effective feedback tool, its easy for people to access, time commitment is short and it offers anonymity. And it can be used in variety of ways, as a postcard, a hand out, and onlineLet me tell you a story about how successful surveys can be:We were conduction an EA study of Rutherford Carrville Road, It big study area and the it’s a big study. During phase one of the project, a survey was done and they receive 200 response. A respectable number.For Phase two of the study, we wanted to ramp thing up a bit so we combined a survey and contest together, and we had only 4 weeks to promoted it. I will talk about how we promoted it in a bitOne of the key pieces of information we wanted was where were the users of the road were from? we asked for their postal code and using that information mapped out where our survey respondents lived, Had over 1000 responses from all over York RegionThat wasn’t the endwe extend our communication by announcing the winner of the contest and showing the winner with her jazzy new bike that she will be able to ride on the new bike paths along Rutherford Carrville Road.
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How did we reach 1000 responses in four 
weeks? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 I am guessing you are asking how did we get over 1000 responses in four week?I wish I could tell you that “this” tactic did it – it was a combination We staggered the communication, we put postcard in the local newspapers, handed it out at the GO Station, mailed it to the study area, posted it on our websiteMessaged it on Faceboon and TwitterWe partnered with YRT/Viva  road the bus that runs along the study area and handed itI know looks overwhelming, you don’t have to do all of this, pick one or two tactics and see what works for your project
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What else did we do? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Typically EA will mail information to the residents in the study area, what about the road users that live outside the study area? How do we engage thamWe came us with the idea of road signs, with images of the road CLICK  and used decals to promote open houses and our email address.At our open houses we ask the attendees, how did there hear about it, and road sign is mentioned frequentlyThere was a key lesson to learn hereBut you need to consider the road, the sign wont work on a road where the traffic flow smoothly, it works best on a road where the driver is sitting in traffic and has time to read the sign
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Lessons Learned 
 
• Time 

 
• Tactic to fit  

the project 
 

• Observe what worked 
 

• Document 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This leads me to what have we learned This is our first year promoting our EA Studies, we are new reviewing what worked and what can we improve onTime – it takes time to build the momentum and it takes time to get the material and message readyNot every project needs a full communication plan with multiple tactics – pick the tactics that fit with project
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stronger social media presences  - interactive open house? Document, track and measure more – don’t know what works if you don’t have a baselineI have samples of some of the  communications pieces and my business cards, please feel free to take and to call or email me with questionsThank you for listening, let me know if you have any questions



Cathy Parmer 
Communications and Community Engagement Specialist 

Capital Planning and Delivery 
Transportation Services 

 
1-877-464-9675 ext. 75560 

cathy.downard-parmer@york.ca 
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